When a mobile application company released a successful new game, they found themselves faced with security challenges. Due to the popularity of its game, hackers began attacking vulnerabilities within the game that could damage the integrity and lead to cheating and devaluing the game economy.

To help protect the integrity of its game, the company had to find a partner to help them understand the weaknesses in their current security controls, and come up with creative solutions to keep hackers at bay.

What was the best way to approach this challenge?

- Perform an application security research assessment to provide insight into the effectiveness of current controls. Create a custom solution to improve security.
- Identify specific attack vectors, or areas of weakness, that a hacker might try to compromise and provide possible remediation.
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MOBILE APPLICATION SERVICES:
Creating a Custom Solution

Information Gathering
Optiv gathered information on the current state of operation, then designed a custom security control to increase communication channel integrity. This helped ensure that data consumed by users was legitimate.

Reverse Engineering and Applying Controls
Optiv applied reverse engineering, or taking apart an application to the binary level and interpreting the machine code. This allowed them to see how attackers were seeking to defeat game protections. Then they implemented anti-reverse engineering controls to make the game a very expensive target for cheating.

Auditing the Server Structure
Next they audited the server structure, finding ways to secure controls for user settings so they can’t be changed by an attacker.

Threat Modeling
By developing a threat model, Optiv showed how the application processes data, as well as likely attack vectors that might be used by hackers to compromise the application. The team then re-tested its custom solution against potential threats to make sure the entire application was as secure as possible.

Securing Vulnerabilities and Restoring Game Integrity

If mobile application users think, even for a second, that a game is somehow “rigged,” they will lose interest and the company will lose revenue. When this company found that teams of hackers were attacking the game and allowing users to cheat, it knew it had a serious security situation on its hands.

Optiv addressed the client’s concerns and researched in-depth information to best understand how the application authenticated users, how those users sent information back to the server, and how hackers could potentially manipulate each of those steps and destroy the game’s credibility.

As a result, the client:

- Gained a detailed understanding of the effectiveness of its current security controls.
- Received a custom solution that addressed security weaknesses.
- Increased the attack difficulty, making the game less of a target.
- Restored confidence in users that the game is reliable and legitimate.